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How to Develop an Advocacy Strategy for your Museum
The Toolkit
Introduction
This toolkit and other resources in the advocacy section of the Federation’s web site have been developed to help members promote their services to key stakeholders and decision makers at a time of severe financial crisis. In addition community consultation will be an essential requirement for Accreditation and will have a direct advocacy benefit for museums.
The Museum Strategy for Wales clearly states CyMAL's intention to use Accreditation as the basis for future policy making. Museum must therefore develop and engage in advocacy.

The Federation has itself developed an advocacy strategy for museums in Wales. Essentially the strategy is following two strands. The first strand is for the Federation to advocate, on behalf of museums, to stakeholders at a national level and to a wider community. In the Welsh Government’s Museum Strategy for Wales the Federation is tasked with “providing strategic advocacy for museums in Wales” A Museum Strategy for Wales, 2010, p42, Action 3.9. As part of this first strand Federation officers have met with key politicians in Welsh Government, lobbied all the main political parties in Wales and continue to liaise regularly with officers of CyMAL. The Federation Advocacy Strategy envisages this work as ongoing and expanding through the lifetime of the strategy.

The second strand of the Federation Advocacy Strategy is to provide members with a toolkit and information bank to enable museums to develop and implement their own advocacy strategy for their service at a local level. There is no shortage of advice available about developing an advocacy strategy, but sifting through it is time consuming and much of what is out there is quite often not relevant to the small services that operate in Wales. This toolkit looks at what is available and summarises it. (If you want to develop your understanding further look at the MA’s website particularly the “Love Museums Campaign” pages and the links http://www.museumsassociation.org/campaigns/love-museums
.) The toolkit also identifies key messages for you to use in association with an information bank, statistics and appropriate case studies. The Federation is also producing an advocacy promotional aid to distribute to decision makers, which will show how museums are engaging with current national agendas and policies. 
So what is Advocacy?
 Advocacy is a widely used and very current buzzword.  The MA provided a definition of advocacy for its “Love Museums” campaign. 
They define it as: 

 “Advocacy is the process whereby an organisation seeks to influence others in order to gain support for its mission, interests or course of action. In order to achieve this, networks of support are developed and used to lend credibility, wield influence and offer third-party endorsement.” 

We often think of using advocacy in a crisis. Building relationships take time and advocacy is a long-term commitment. There may be a time for reactive advocacy as the political, economic and social climate can change quickly. However you will find it more worthwhile to invest time in proactive advocacy, to further your ambitions for your service through a broad supporter-base. 


Advocacy is whatever you do to persuade people to support your museum or service. It is about getting the messages across. It is about building a network of support across your community. It is about influencing people and creating supporters and friends for your museum, the work is does and the things it achieves. It can be applied to all museums.




Advocacy is not just about lobbying politicians. This is only one approach. A better one is the stakeholder approach, which is more inclusive. It reflects how society operates and decisions are made. Stakeholders are any group who affect or are affected by what you do and achieve. Remember different groups are involved in making decisions and wielding influence. 



Advocacy is not the same as marketing and publicity. These focus on the users of your service. Advocacy focuses on stakeholders. Your visitors are only one group of stakeholders. Advocacy is not about publicising your exhibition programme and events. That will raise your profile, but it is not advocacy. Advocacy is a head teacher endorsing the education service to officers of the LEA. This would carry more weight than if you were doing it.




Advocacy is something many of us do without being aware of it. Make it part of everything you do.  Get messages across and stock pile support for the future. Advocacy can be about a targeted campaign on a single issue. Keep and use all the data and evaluations you collect in order to underpin your messages. Information sharing can be the first step in advocacy. Embed advocacy in your long term strategic plans.




Advocacy is a two way process. Listen to the agendas of others, while at the same time communicating our messages. Use others to endorse our messages. Stay in touch and be seen as relevant to current agendas. Find areas of mutual interest to help secure the future of our museums. Through advocacy we can exploit common ground and bring together people with diverse interests to support our cause. 




Who is responsible for Advocacy and who does it?
This depends on the size of your organisation and the relationship between governing bodies, senior managers, and those operating museum services. Your organisation may have strict protocols about who is authorised to lobby, discuss policy or even issue a press release. It would be unwise and potentially a disciplinary issue to overtly lobby against a policy decision of your governing body or management. You may not be authorised to write to your local MP or AM regarding a specific issue. However, you could invite them to events and openings, where a range of issues can be discussed informally. Again check your organisation’s protocol on invitations. You may need to obtain authority even to send out invitations.
Everybody working with you should be developed as an advocate or incidental advocate. Advocacy should be understood and undertaken at all levels in a museum. Use the customer care skills of your best front line staff to promote messages as they deal with visitors. All staff and volunteers should be ambassadors or advocates for your service. Advocacy is about representing the organisation in favourable terms to anyone and everyone. Ensure that all staff are empowered to become advocates and are familiar with the museum’s messages. Particularly in a small community they have their own networks. You can tap into these as well. You may plan the advocacy strategy for your museum service but everyone should deliver it.
You should also consider how you work with independent groups such as friends and local societies. They can also be well networked, knowledgeable about museums and keen to champion them. The public can also play a role in advocacy, especially where an issue or course of action affects them. 

 


Advocacy Tips


You need to

	develop an advocacy strategy

identify your stakeholders and build networks of support
cultivate your line managers and other officers in your organisation 
ensure you have an active, committed Friends organisation and that it is not just a fund raising body
	train your team to be ambassadors and utilise their networks



Remember to

	embed advocacy in your museum and everything you do

not see advocacy as just for a crisis
put your MP, AM and key local politicians on your mailing list for newsletters, press releases and invitations, but do not forget to get permission if necessary
always take the opportunity to get your messages across
	keep and use all the data and evaluations you collect in order to underpin your messages
	share information with colleagues 

be always looking for new partners and opportunities


Think about

	getting others to put your messages across

understanding the key messages and their supporting evidence
cultivating champions for your museum
up-grading your marketing, publicity and good news stories to advocacy by cleverly incorporating key messages. 
being aware of other and current agendas



Be careful not to

	lobby if your organisation has strict protocols about who is authorised to discuss policy or issue a press release 

challenge governing body policy in the public domain



What are our Key Messages?
Advocacy helps us communicate what museums do, why they do it and what their worth is culturally, socially and economically. Through advocacy we can provide information and develop other people’s understanding of museums. By doing this, we can increases our visibility and profile. To assist you we have defined three key messages. These are underpinned by a series of statements about what museums “do”. These statements were arrived at following consultation with members. The statements are not strap lines as such, so we have suggested a few in the data section that you could use or amend appropriately. You can of course create your own strap lines around the theme of the statement. Supporting this toolkit is an information bank of useful statistics for you to use and some case studies as examples of best practice and key outcomes. These can be used to underpin the messages and statements. Some data from CyMAL’s Spotlight survey will be incorporated to substantially enhance this section. 



The Key Messages



	Museums empower people through education and inspiration

Collections in museums help communities to regenerate and forge their identity
Museums contribute to the economy 



What Museums Do
The Statements

Museums empower people through education and inspiration
Statement 1 Museums collect and preserve the community’s heritage
Statement 2 Museums are significant centres of formal and informal learning
Statement 3 Museums provide services for children and young people

Collections in Museums help communities to regenerate and forge their identity
Statement 4 Museums make an important contribution to local identity, a sense of place and belonging
Statement 5 Museums have accessible, well qualified and committed staff
Statement 6 Museums work in partnerships with numerous organisations
Statement 7 Museums provide services to diverse communities
Statement 8 Museums engage volunteers and many are managed by the third sector
Statement 9 Museums contribute to the quality of life
Statement 10 Museums improve our physical and mental health
Statement 11 Museums encourage the use and growth of the Welsh Language

3	Museums contribute to the economy
Statement 12 Museums support tourism and economic regeneration 
Statement 13 Museums offer real value for money 
Statement 14 Museums meet high standards and offer a quality service



